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OUR MISSION

 To perform for our customers the highest level of quality construction services at fair and market competitive prices.

 To ensure the longevity of our company through repeat and referral business achieved by customer satisfaction in

all areas including timeliness, attention to detail and service-minded attitudes. To maintain the highest levels of

  professionalism, integrity, honesty and fairness in our relationships with our suppliers, subcontractors, professional 

associates and customers



 To be the best and most respected industrial service provider striving to reflect the highest ethical and professional

standards that can deliver a world class customer experience to client

OUR VISION



OUR QHSE POLICY

Our basic principle is to ensure a safe and healthy work environment for all of our employees

 We are committed to provide mandatory personnel protective equipments to all our peronnel in compliance with

 minimum requirements standards of our clients. Ensure a safe and healthy work place to avoid accidents, to avoid

LTIs at sites. Implement policies and procedures as basis of for documentation and investigation in case of

accidents or unforeseen circumstances 



OUR MOST VALUABLE CLIENTS



MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS

EQUIPMENT RENTALS  

  GENERAL TRADING

MANPOWER CONSULTANCY

MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTIONS

CIVIL CONSTRUCTIONS

SCAFFOLDING SERVICES

ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTIONS

OUR SERVICES





We are able to perform world class infrastructure constructions such as,

1. Villas

2. Multi Storied buildings

3. Infrastructure construction

4. Architectural

5. Concrete repair

6.6. Pre engineering 

   and steel building

7. Road works

8. Tile paving

9.  Garden design and furnish

10. Foundation excavation

11. Backfilling

12. Site work

13. Grading

14. Trenching



We provide the best in class service to the electrical field in the kingdom such as..

1. Installation of distributed control system (DCS).

2. Cable pulling and termination of DCS.

3. Energization, testing and commissioning.

4. Installation of RTU shelters

5. Cable pulling and termination of RTU system.

6.6. Energization, testing and commissioning of RTU system.

7. Installation of SCADA.

8. All kinds of instruments.

9. Switchgears (HT and LT).

10.Motor control centres.



We provide scaffolding and alternative access services across a variety of industrial sectors, operating in both 

onshore and offshore environments.

We are able to deliver innovative conventional and alternative access solutions for maintenance programs, major 

shutdowns or overhauls, major construction projects and new building construction applications. 

We are experienced in all aspects of access, including light weight and composite scaffolding systems, mobile 

elevated work platforms and tensioned natting, with an unrivalled expertise in rope access techniques.  

We provide the highest quality service by ensuring we have:

•• A competent, highly trained and experienced workforce who can deliver safe, cost effective access solutions to 

meet the needs       of our customers.

• Equipment manufactured to internationally recognized standards.

• Highly qualified and experienced design engineers.



We have a project support programme, where we could support our customers with their manpower needs. Exclusive 

Manpower Supply Contract for Refineries, Petrochemicals, Oil & Gas Industries, Fertilizers, Steel Plants & Offshore 

Platforms. we have been providing our clients with reliable solutions to their most complex construction challenges. 

As a regular Contractor for many Companies in Saudi Arabia, we have certified personnel to perform the required 

tasks to customer’s satisfaction such as:

Engineers – Electrical, Mechanical and Civil

Certified QA/QC Personnel

Certified Safety OfficersCertified Safety Officers

Certified Work Permit Receivers

Certified Welders, RTR Pipe Jointer

Certified painters and Sand Blasters

Certified Crane and Heavy Equipment Operators

Coupled with the most modern tools and construction methods, we expect to continue to enhance our reputation as 

a High Quality Contractor well into the future.



We offer a wide range of materials to the oil, gas and petrochemical industry. 

Our scope of supply includes carbon and stainless steel, pipes, valves, flanges, fittings, joints, gaskets, various types 

of nuts and bolts etc.

All our materials are with the proper certification as the major client standards. It includes Aramco, Sabic, Marafiq. 

Sceco and many more.

WWe assure that the materials will be highest quality that fulfills our client requirement zen percent at on time 

responsible delivery.

All our services are executed and offer with diligence and as a result help all our clients to bring the project 

completion within the time frame.

In addition to the oil and gas industry, we provide materials to the Civil industry such as blocks, all types of raw 

materials for buildings, interior designing materials, pre cast concrete products, posh garden decorative etc.

We aim to have a highly satisfied customer with good relation and a mutual progress by each other.



We provide all type of Heavy lifting equipment such as All Terrain Cranes, Rough Terrain Cranes, Truck 

Cranes and Crawler Cranes with various capacity.

Certified lifting accessories such as Wire rope slings, Shackles, Belts, Lifting Beams, Spreader Bars, Man 

Baskets, Test weights etc.

Light equipment like Forklift, Towerlights, Welding Machines, Air Compressors, Manlifts, Diesel Generators 

with various capacity and needs.

Civil equipment like Excavators, Loaders, Dump Trucks, Compactors, Graders etc.

In addition to the abovIn addition to the above, various automobiles like Trailors, Trucks, Buses, Pickups, Vans, Ambulances, 

Boom Trucks, Water Tanker, Diesel Tanker etc.

We assure all the maintenance of the above on time and at any emergency’s client needed 24x7 with our 

trained mechanical dept.
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